
MANAGING FOR
EFFECTIVENESS

An Executive Workshop Featuring a Unique 360

Management and Leadership Feedback Survey
Today’s Business environment places new and increasingly
comples pressures on organizations – and on the managers
within those organizations.

To survive and succeed in this dynamic environment,
managers must continually evaluate their effectiveness and
develop ways to enhance it. This means that they must stay
abreast of the vision and goals of their organizations, align
their team goals with organizational objectives, and, whenever
necessary, make changes that bring about enhanced individual
and team performance.

Managing for Effectiveness is a one to two-day executive
development seminar that provides participants with the
concepts and tool needed to do exactly that. Based on a
comprehensive AchieveGlobal study of the activities of
effective managers, Managing for Effectiveness covers 33
management and leadership practices that distinguish effective
managers from ineffective ones. Participants learn the concepts
and skills needed to fulfill six key managerial roles: visionary,
orienteer, investor, information manager, influencer and leader.
And the entire seminar is presented within the context of the
participant’s own origanizational framework, which is
presented to them through an interview with a member of the
organization’s senior management, taped prior to the seminar.

The seminar also features a unique 360 feedback survey
with evaluation and practice opportunities to help managers
assess and fortify their managerial and leadership strengths,
as well as pinpoint and develop strategies for improving in
areas in need of enrichment. This means that participants
immediately start developing the skills that will enhance their
effectiveness as managers and leaders – and their contributions
to their organization’s performance.

The Manager as Visionary
Participants receive feedback and acquire the
skills to:

� Identify critical organizational goals
and develop team goals that support
them

� Communicate team goals effectively

� Foster the team’s commitment to its

goals by motivating subordinates and
demonstrating to them how their
professional goals align with the
organization’s vision

The Manager as Orienteer
Managers receive feedback and examine
ways to:

� Orient process to effectively address

customer needs

� Take a proactive approach in

satisfying customer needs

� Listen actively and communicate

effectively

� Establish practices that enhance

customer loyalty and goodwill.

The Manager as Investor
Managers receive feedback and learn how
to:

� Identify opportunities and anticipate

changes that affect team goals

� Determine the short-and long-term

risks and rewards of potential
investment strategies

� Ensure that progress is maintained

toward reaching goals by anticipating
potential problems and developing
contingency plans

� Select the best people for executing a

strategy or task

The Manager as Information Manager
Managers receive feedback and examine
ways to:

� Identify sources for new ideas

� Obtain relevant information to

determine unit performance and its
progress toward reaching its goalsThe concepts, skills, and strategies that distinguish

effective managers who translate vision into realit



� Very and organize information to
make sure it is current and easily
retrievable

� Review individual and team
performance to reinforce high
standards and maintain motivation

� Communicate useful information
clearly to those responsible for a
project or task.

The Manager as Influencer
Managers receive feedback and examine

� Achieve goals faster by building
alliances with other teams

� Resolve conflicts with other teams
by offering solutions that
emphasize win-win outcomes

� Maintain a positive atmosphere
through open communication

� Create conditions that foster
productivity and problem-solving

� Publicize and promote individual
and team accomplishments.

The Manager as Leader
Participants receive feedback and acquire
the skills to:

� Display and share expertise with
others

� Show compassion and empathy
when appropriate

� Take initiative beyond job
requirements

� Lead by example

Benefit to Your Managers
� Increases ability to contribute to

organizational effectiveness – and
the manager’s own career – by
aligning team and organizational
vision

� Improves ability to implement and
maintain the most productive
method for achieving team goals

� Builds subordinate involvement
and commitment to team goals

� Promotes subordinates’
understanding  of and commitment
to assignments

Benefits to Your Organization
� Helps your organization achieve its

goals faster

� Builds understanding and
cooperating among teams and their
managers

� Sharpens the organization’s
competitive edge through
productive individual and team
performance

� Reduces cost associated with
misunderstood vision or conflicting
goals within the organization

� Enhances creative but logical
decision making

� Boosts morale and performance

Implementing Managing for
Effectiveness
Managing for Effectiveness is an
intensive, one to two-day seminar
designed for six to twelve attendees.
Through a 360 feedback survey, self-
customizing applications exercises and
structured group discussions, participants
work directly with their own management
situations to achieve their own
organizational goals. So they link to
corporate vision.
The effectiveness of the program is
ensured through:

� Interactive training methods:
Managing for Effectiveness uses
vide, reading and group discussion
to ensure greater understanding –
and faster application – of the
concepts and strategies presented.

� Relevance : Applications,
connections exercises, role plays,
and other exercises help the
manager apply new concepts and
strategies to his or her own
environment – immediately. The
seminar’s performance feedback
system shows participants how well
they currently fulfill the six roles
and engage in the management
practices associated with each role.

� Resurvey Options: The Managing
for Effectiveness resurvey can be
taken six to twelve months after
completing the seminar and can be
used more than once. It allows
participants to gauge the
effectiveness of their individual
action plans and changes in
perception about their effectiveness
as a manager.

Assurance
When you choose Managing for
Effectiveness, you choose the experience,
expertise, and support of a worldwide
authority.

AchieveGlobal is dedicated to
helping individuals improve their
performance and, ultimately, take

performance of their organization.
Drawing from more than 35 sales,
customer services, supervisory, and
management programs and a spectrum of
consulting services, AchieveGlobal can
recommend a training agenda that
responds to your total organizational
needs, flexibly and reliably.

AchieveGlobal has offices on six
continents, providing you with worldwide
continuity. Selected programs are adapted
and translated into as many as 16
languages and are available in 65
countries. We invite you to call your
AchieveGlobal account executive and
find out how we can help you create
dynamic solutions to your business
challenges.
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VISIONARY
Understands the organization’s mission and goals
Shapes and communicates the organization’s mission and
Goals
Develops team goals that support the organization’s mission
and goals
Fosters the team’s commitment to achieve goals
Evaluates and improves strategic business processes to meet
organization’s vision and goals

ORIENTEER
Orients processes toward meeting customer needs
Takes a proactive approach in anticipating and satisfying customer
needs
Listens actively and communicates effectively
Establishes feasible and sensible business practives to maintain
customer loyalty and goodwill

INVESTOR
Identifies opportunities, anticipates changes, and develops plans
accordingly
Determines the resources needed to achieve goals
Evaluates the risks and rewards of potential investment
Strategies
Ensures team advances are made toward attaining goals
Selectes the best people for the job

INFORMATION MANAGER
Identifies sources for information on new ideas
Obtains relevant information
Verifies and organizes information
Develops methods to review individual and team performance
Communicates useful information to those who need it
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Management Competency List
(Continued)

INFLUENCER
Builds constructive relationships throughout the organization
Seek win-win solutions
Maintains a positive ‘team’ environment
Creates conditions that foster increased subordinate
productivity
Increases the team’s productivity
Publicizes and promotes individual and team
Accomplishments
Makes compelling, credible presentations

INFLUENCER
Displays and shares expertise and technical abilities with
Others
Takes responsibility and initative beyond job requirements
Effectively handles emotions and stressful situations
Demonstrates compassion and empathy
Displays ethical behavior on the job
Maintains the self-confidence and self-esteem of others
Leads by example
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TOTAL COMPETENCIES : 33


